
DHARMA & YOGA TUNE UP
WORKSHOP WITH DEBBIE LIU

ABOUT THE WORKSHOP
Dharma Yoga (DY) is a graceful, yet challenging form of yoga based on Sri 
Dharma Mittra’s fifty years of practice of classical yoga. This practice 
focuses on the Eight Limbs of Yoga (Patanjali’s Ashtanga Yoga) using only 
the best and most efficient techniques with the ultimate goal of Self-re-
alization. Pranayama, Dharana, Dhyana will be incorporated as well as a 
brief spiritual discourse on the Yamas and Niyamas.
This workshop uniquely combines Dharma Yoga with the Yoga Tune Up 
Method and will powerfully transform your practice by teaching you to 
become acutely aware of your body blind spots and habitual movements 
that mask and compensate weak or tight areas, creating blockage of 
breath and mobility and potentially leading to injury. This combination of 
Dharma and Yoga Tune Up will empower you to recognize the problem 
areas and provide you with the tools to “fix” them so you can enjoy 
radiant health and sustained wellness.

THURSDAY SESSION- Dharma 1 with a special Trataka exercise.
This is the beginning level of the Dharma Yoga series. Students practice 
Surya Namaskar Vinyasa and Shiva Namaskar Vinyasa Level I to warm up 
the body, bring flexibility to all muscles and joints and wake up the 
nervous system. Learn variations for stationary poses to open up hips and 
shoulders, balancing poses and beginner’s prep for inversions and arm 
balances

FRIDAY SESSION 1- Yoga Tune Up® integrated with the roll model 
method.
The Roll Model® Method is a soft-tissue conditioning, self-care method 
that uses various therapy balls for self-myofascial release (self-massage).
The integration of these two methods empowers any person to sustain 
wellness through enhanced mobility, strength and flexibility.

FRIDAY SESSION 2- Dharma Master Class  (for all levels)
An integration of elements from Dharma II, III and IV with unique 
variations, cumulating with a full yoga nidra experience.

SATURDAY SESSION 1 - Dharma IV (for all levels) with variations in a 
part flow, part workshop structure. 
This intermediate to advanced practice builds on the teachings of 
Dharma III and will ignite the entire bodily system through practice, 
unleashing the life force within it. 

SATURDAY SESSION 2 - Integration of Yoga Tune Up® as a warmup for 
Dharma Wheel & Yoga Nidra. 
Dharma Wheel (DW) is a powerful prop/tool that primarily opens the 
shoulders, heart and hips but can also be used to deepen all stretches, 
isolate and work the abdominal muscles and train the body for greater 
balance and body awareness.  Yoga nidra is a deep healing relaxation 
method and a guided restorative session to break free from the stress of 
the noisy and restless world that maintains its presence in our bodies 
and minds at all times.
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Early Bird*- QR1000
Individual Session- QR300

*EB to be paid 2 weeks prior to start date

Thursday Nov 14th, 18:30 -20:30 - Dharma I
Friday Nov 15th 7:30 - 9:30-  Yoga Tune up

11:30 - 14:00 - Dharma Master Class
Saturday Nov 16th, 12:00 - 14:00 - Dharma IV

15:00 - 17:00- Yoga Tune Up, Dharma 
      Wheel, Yoga Nidra
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November 14-16, 2019

Asas Twin Towers, 
Yama Yoga Studios

WHEN

WHERE 

WHAT 10.5hr workshop, 3 days
All levels are welcome

20
19

ABOUT DEBORAH

Deborah has been practicing yoga for more than 25 years. She began teach-
ing whilst living in the UK in order to fund programs for a special needs 
orphanage in China. She has taught and trained in many forms of yoga, but in 
Dharma Yoga, Deborah discovered the path to strength in stillness, flexibility 
in letting go and peace within.
Deborah has an intense, inspiring and fun teaching style that motivates and 
inspires her students to deepen their commitment to their practice and to 
sustain it as a way of life. Her creative and challenging sequences encourage 
students to reach beyond their limits while observing ahimsa (non-harming).
She currently travels and teaches at the Dharma Center and Yogacare in New 
York, Santa Barbara and Beijing, China. She holds workshops and retreats in 
the U.S., Asia, Europe, and the Middle East. Deborah teaches with love, 
compassion and dedication.

BOOK BY PHONE: +974 5572 1728 OR +974 6617 5802
BOOK BY EMAIL: YAMAYOGASTUDIOS@GMAIL.COM 


